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Abstract 

 

Bradberry et al. [Bradberry, Gentili, Contreras; 2010] has shown the 

possibility of noninvasively decoding hand kinematics during three-dimensional (3D) 

centre-out reaching task, using neural data acquired from electroencephalographic 

(EEG) recordings. In their experiment, primary sensorimotor cortex and inferior 

parietal lobule are identified as the major sources in estimating hand velocity. Activity 

in neurons of primary motor cortex is related to the muscle force required to produce a 

movement and direction of movement at the joints. Inferior parietal lobe (IPL) is 

concerned with “where” objects are in the environment. However, it is unclear how 

Bradberry‟s decoder is decoding hand velocity from these representations; spatial 

position, muscle force and joint angle representations.  

 

Our research aims to understand the relative usefulness of these 

representations in decoding hand kinematics. We used similar experimental setup as 

Bradberry‟s et.al and analyzed each representation separately. The inherent 

correlation between given finger-tip trajectory (position representation) and muscle 

force is removed by attaching weight to the arm. The correlation between joint angle 

and finger-tip trajectory is removed by maintaining a limb orientation during the 

movement. A similar decoding method as Bradberry‟s method is used in the project; 

Multivariable Linear decoding model (MLD). Three decoders are trained; position, 

muscle force and joint angle decoder to predict finger-tip trajectory, muscle force 

exerted and rotation angles at the joint respectively and their performances compared. 

We found that position and muscle force decoders performed significantly above 

chance with the average correlation over 7 participants peaking at 0.75 for position 

decoder and 0.51 for muscle force decoder. The joint angle decoder showed no 

correlation between measured and estimated angles. This implies that Bradberry‟s 

velocity decoder might be combining position and muscle force representation in 

decoding hand velocities.  

 

MLD is linear decoding model which can learn linear transformation. Velocity 

is a linear transformation of position. To analyze if Bradberry‟s velocity decoder is 

predicting velocities by making linear transformation of position representation, we 

further analyzed position, velocity and acceleration measures. We found that MLD 

decoder trained to predict positions, velocities and accelerations showed decreasing 

performances (i.e. position performance > velocity performance > acceleration 

performance). This implies that position is the simple representation in  

EEG data, which Bradberry‟s decoder might be using to indirectly predict velocities. 
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1 Introduction: 
 

Over last few years, there has been growing research in developing brain 

computer interface (BCI) systems. A BCI system indentifies user‟s intention by 

observing and analyzing the brain activity without relying on signals from muscles or 

peripheral nerves. BCI systems provide a new communication and control options for 

people with motor disabilities [Jonathan R. Wolpaw, Niels Birbaumer, Dennis 

J.McFarland; 2002], [Kerry Deagle, 2010], [Ou Bai, Peter Lin, Dandan Huang; 2010].  

Recent studies in human neuroimaging have shown the possibility of decoding mental 

states from brain activity [John-Dylan Haynes and Geraint Rees, 2006], decoding 

orientation of visual stimulus in working memory [Stephenie A. Harrison and Frank 

Tong, 2009], reconstructing images in the visual stimuli from functional magnetic 

resonance imaging (fMRI) signals [Thomas Naselaris, Ryan J. Prenger, Kendrick N. 

Kay, Michael Oliver, 2009], developing motor imagery based BCI systems [Kai Qian, 

Plamen Nikolov, Dandan Huang; 2010] [Mehrnaz Kh. Hazrati, Abbas Erfanian; 

2010]. Studies on hand movement decoding had shown the possibility of decoding 

hand trajectories [Waldert, Tobias, Chirstoph; 2009], [Georgopoulos, Langheim, 

Leuthold, Merkle], [Jerbi K, Vidal J.R, Mattout J; 2011].  

 

Recent findings show that neural activity ranging from invasive intracortical 

local field potentials over Electrocorticography ECoG to non-invasive 

Electroencephalogram (EEG) and Magnetoencephalography (MEG) can be used to 

decode movement directions and continuous movement trajectories [Stephan Waldert, 

Tobias Pistohl, Christoph Braun; 2009]. EEG and MEG are non-invasive techniques 

which records neuro-electric and neuro-magnetic source signals of a brain activity 

while ECoG is an invasive technique where grids of electrodes are implanted and 

summed currents over a volume of tissue are recorded as signals. Non-invasive are 

safe and low-cost technique in which EEG is one of the most widely used methods. 

 

A few researchers had worked on developing non-invasive BCI systems for 

decoding hand kinematics. During two dimensional (2D) hand movement, hand 

positions have been continuously decoded with high decoding accuracy using MEG 

data, collected from motor cortex during 2D centre-out joystick movements 

[Georgopoulos, Langheim, Leuthold, Merkle], 2D cursor control by combining motor 

imagery signals and p300 potential [Yuanqing, Jinyi, Tianyou; 2010]. Yuanqing et.al. 

2D cursor control study used two control signals; motor signal and p300 signals to 

control, horizontal movements of cursor. In this study Yuanqing et.al shows the 

possibility of using motor imagery signals in controlling cursor in a 2D space. 

Hammon et.al. [2008] research on decoding pre-movement planning has shown the 

possibility of decoding, target positions of the reaching hand during reach and also 

during planning period before reach from EEG data [Hammon P.S, Makeig, Poizner, 

H]. Studies on movement direction have shown the possibility of decoding different 

directions of moving hand. For example, in a study of Waldert et.al [ Waldert, Tobias, 

Chirstoph; 2009] eight directions were decoded from EEG/MEG data collected from 

hand region in primary motor cortex of monkey. Different directions were decoded 

using neural signals from the motor cortex and local field potential amplitude spectra 

[Rickert. J, Oliveira. S, Eilon], hand movement directions were decoded during 

centre-out reaching task from MEG and EEG signals [Hammon et al. 2008; Waldert 

et al. 2008]. These studies explained the possibility of decoding both imaginary and 

real hand movements using non-invasive signals. 
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Recently, Bradberry„s research on decoding hand and cursor kinematics from 

MEG signals [Bradberry, Contreras-Vidal, Rong; 2008] has also show that non-

invasive neuroimaging signals contain sufficient kinematic information for controlling 

neuromotor prostheses. Later in his research [Bradberry, Rong, Contreras; 2009] he 

had shown the possibility of decoding hand trajectories and velocities in three-

dimensional (3D) space from neural signals acquired via non-invasive methods. 

Bradberry has decoded hand velocities from MEG signals during centre-out reaching 

task [Bradberry, Rong, Contreras; 2009],  and had reconstructed 3D hand velocities 

by decoding the EEG signals acquired during centre-out reaching task  [Bradberry, 

Gentili, Contreras; 2010]. In his later research [Bradberry TJ, Gentili RJ, Contreras-

Vidal JL; 2011] Bradberry et.al (2011) has decoded 2D trajectory with performance 

levels comparable to invasive BCI. In this study Bradberry et.al (2011) used human 

mirror neuron system MNS during training and developed on-line cursor control BCI 

system.  

 

In Bradberry„s research [Bradberry TJ, Gentili RJ, Contreras-Vidal JL; 2011], 

[Bradberry, et.al; 2010], analysis on sensors contribution over a whole head scalp 

shows that, the sensorimotor area has a major contribution in decoding hand 

velocities.  Along with this, sensors over the central and parietal cortex have also 

shown varying contributions, and this is due to varying environment in 3D space 

during a centre-out reaching task. 

 

The linear decoding model used in Bradberry„s experiment [Bradberry, et.al; 

2010] computed the horizontal, vertical and depth velocities, which are X, Y and Z 

directions in Cartesian coordinate system respectively. Mean Pearson correlation 

coefficient (r) between measured and reconstructed velocities are quantified as 

decoding accuracy in their experiment. Bradberry et.al (2010) decoding method 

estimated hand velocities with an average decoding accuracy of 0.19, 0.38 and 0.32 

for X, Y, and Z directions respectively. While in his later research [Bradberry et.al 

(2011)] the linear decoding model computed horizontal (X) and vertical (Y) velocities 

with an average decoding accuracy of 0.68 and 0.50 respectively.  

 

Results of these experiments show that, the primary sensorimotor cortex 

contra lateral to the moving hand had made a major contribution in decoding hand 

velocities, along with the inferior parietal lobe. However theses two regions are 

thought to represent different aspects of the movement, it is therefore unclear what 

brain signature is exactly being used by the decoder. 

 

However, the primary sensorimotor cortex controls voluntary movements in 

different parts of the body. Body parts, such as, hand have a large representation in 

the primary motor cortex. Alaerts et.al [2009] study on observed movements reveal 

that activity in the primary motor cortex is more related to muscle parameters rather 

than direction parameters [Alaerts, Swinnen, Wenderoth; 2009]. This reveals that the 

activation in the primary motor cortex is predominant with muscle-specific rather than 

direction-specific [Alaerts K, Swinnen ,Wenderoth; 2009]. Neural activity in this area 

has been shown to be strongly correlated with the amount of muscle force exerted to 

make a movement [Duinen, Renken, Maurits; 2008]. However, single cell recordings 

in the primary motor cortex show that different neurons are activated for each 

different directions of the hand movement rather than the spatial location of the hand 

[Georgopoulos, kalaska, & Caminiti; 1982]. 
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 Studies on animal cortex show that firing in the primary motor cortex is 

varied with the amount of force and direction of movement at the wrist [Shinji Kakei, 

Donna S.Hoffman, Peter L.Strick; 1999], and can code direction of the movement 

dependent on position of arm in space [R. Caminiti, P.B.Johnson, A.Urbano; 1990]. 

Caminiti‟s et.al (1990) research result indicates that the motor cortical cells can code 

direction of a movement in a way depending on the position of the arm in space. 

Though there is some controversy in the studies on representations in the primary 

motor cortex, studies reveal the underlying representation in the primary motor cortex 

as muscle representation and/or direction of movement of joint angles representation. 

 

Inferior parietal lobe (IPL) is thought to be more concerned about the spatial 

location of the objects and spatial aspects of the attention. It plays an important role in 

integration of visual, somatosensory, auditory and postural information. Single cell 

recordings from monkey‟s parietal lobe suggest that neurons in this region combine 

visual and spatial information [Andersen, Synder, Li, & Stricanne; 1993]. Since 

spatial information on the retina cannot alone be used to locate an object in the space, 

neurons in parietal lobe take the relative eye, head and body position information at a 

particular point in time for locating objects in space. Studies Andersen et.al (1993), 

Caminiti‟s et.al (1990) explains the role of parietal lobe in monitoring the position and 

movement of the arm through space, while primary motor cortex is more concerned 

about initiating and controlling arm movements. Most of these studies shows that the 

underlying representation of IPL as position representation.  

 

In Bradberry‟s experiment, information from the primary sensorimotor cortex 

and IPL played a major role in decoding hand velocities. But previous studies reveal 

that the underlying representation(s) in the primary sensorimotor cortex as muscle 

representation and/or joint angle representation, whereas underlying representation in 

the IPL as position representation. It is unclear how Bradberry„s decoder is decoding 

hand kinematics from these representations; muscle force representation, joint angle 

representation and spatial representation. To examine this issue, the three 

representations are analyzed separately.  

 

2 Research Questions: 

 

Our aim of the thesis is to  

 

1. Replicate Bradberry‟s experiment to determine how well EEG signals 

can be used to decode hand trajectories. 

 

2. Understand the relative usefulness of these representations: muscle 

force, joint angle and position information in decoding hand 

trajectories. 

 

3. Determine if Bradberry‟s decoder is combining information from 

multiple representations by transforming muscle and angle 

representations into velocities.  

 

4. If this analysis shows that Bradberry‟s decoder is combining multiple 

representations information, then decoding each parameter separately 
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might give better performance. So we evaluate if hand trajectory 

decoding can be improved by combining the outputs of separate 

decoders, i.e. muscle decoder and/or joint angle decoder and spatial 

decoder. 

 

In Bradberry‟s experiment, electroencephalography (EEG) signals are 

recorded while participant is performing 3D centre out reaching task. In 3D centre out 

reaching task, participant is instructed to move his/her hand in a 3D space. Finger-tip 

during hand movement from one position to another position in 3D space is 

considered as finger-tip trajectory. In order to understand the role of position, muscle 

force and joint angle representations, each should be analyzed separately under the 

similar experimental conditions as Bradberry. 

  

Muscle Force: 

 

 In 3D centre-out reaching task, velocity of the hand movement and the muscle 

force required to make the movement are correlated. To understand the usefulness of 

the muscle force representation, it should be analyzed separately after removing the 

correlation between the muscle force and velocity (or finger-tip trajectory) of the hand 

movement. This correlation can be removed when the same finger-tip trajectory is 

made by exerting different muscle forces. The muscle force required to make the 

trajectory can be varied by attaching weights to the hand. When weights are added, 

more muscle force is needs to be used to make the finger-tip trajectory with similar 

velocity. We attached 1 kg weight to the moving hand, which create an additional 

muscle force on the hand along with the actual muscle force required to move the 

hand. 

 

Joint angle: 

 

It is clear that we make hand movement by changing the joint angles. Thus 

there is an unavoidable correlation between joint angles and finger-tip trajectory. To 

understand joint angle representation in Bradberry‟s decoder, it should be analyzed 

separately after removing this correlation. The inherent correlation between finger-tip 

trajectory and joint angles can be removed by manipulating shoulder joint angle. This 

is achieved by maintaining the shoulder joint at an angle while making a given finger-

tip trajectory. We instructed participants to maintain two different shoulder joint 

angles over trails. Normal ranges of shoulder joint movements include flexion and 

abduction. Figure 1 shows different shoulder angle positions.  

 

We imposed 3 different joint angle conditions.  

 

Condition 1, there is no constraint on shoulder joint. Participant can naturally 

move his/her hand.  

Condition 2, participant is asked to maintain shoulder position at flexion 

(figure a).  

Condition 3, participant is asked to maintain shoulder position at abduction 

(figure b) and perform 3D centre-out reaching task. 

 

 By doing this in the similar experimental set up as Bradberry‟s, removes the 

correlation between joint angle and finger-tip trajectory.  
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Figure 1 a) shows the shoulder joint angle at flexion position and b) shows the 

shoulder joint angle at abduction position.  

 

This resulted in a 2X3 experimental design. Table 1 shows different possible 

conditions. The condition names W0A0, W0A1, W0A2, W1A0, W1A1, and W1A2 

are explained in the methods section. Condition with no weights and no constraint on 

shoulder angle is a replication of Bradberry‟s experimental condition. 

 

To understand the relative usefulness of the three representations, we trained 

three different decoders; finger-tip trajectory decoder, muscle force decoder and joint 

angle decoder. The next sections of this thesis explain training and analysis made on 

these three decoders. The de-correlation of the different hand trajectory measures 

allows us to investigate our 2
nd

, 3
rd

 and 4
th

 research questions. 

 

Factors 
With no constraint on 

angle 
Shoulder (Abduction) Shoulder  (Flexion) 

Weight 

= 0 

Bradberry’s condition 

(W0A0) 

shoulder angle in 

abduction (no 

weights) (W0A1) 

shoulder angle in 

Flexion (no 

weights) (W0A2) 

Weight 

= 1kg 

3D centre-out reaching task 

with Weight 1  (no 

condition on joint angle) 

(W1A0) 

task with shoulder 

angle in abduction + 

first weight (W1A1) 

task with shoulder 

angle in flexion + 

first weight 

(W1A2) 

 

Table 1: columns represent weight used during weight conditions and row represents 

different joint angles at shoulder. First row shows conditions when there is no-weight 

at three different joint angle conditions. Second row shows weight condition when 1 

kg weight is attached at three different joint angle conditions. The condition with no 
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weights and no constraint on joint angle is a replication of Bradberry’s experiment. 

Each condition is named as ‘‘W0A0’, ‘W0A1’, ‘W0A2’, ‘W1A0’, ’W1A1’and 

’W1A2’according to the weight and angle condition. 

 

3 Methods: 
 

We used similar experimental setup as Bradberry‟s, where EEG signals were 

collected during a three-dimensional (3D) centre-out reaching task. In 3D centre-out 

reaching task, participant will make a hand movement to reach one of the self-selected 

push buttons arranged in a 3D space. We arranged 9 push buttons (1 centre button, 

and 8 target buttons) in a 3D frame or „rigging‟ (figure 4). More about rigging is 

explained in the materials section.  

 

3.1 Participants 

 

8 healthy (7 female and 1 male), right-handed with a mean age of 23, 

participated in the experiment. 1 participant was excluded as the position information 

was not completely recorded. Data from the remaining 7 participants is used in the 

analysis. Participants were instructed to fixate at the LED on the centre button through 

out the experiment, and to blink only when his/her hand is resting on the centre 

button. We instructed participants about the block condition with picture showing 

shoulder joint angle (figure 1(a) or (b)) on the screen and shoulder angle position is 

explained verbally.  

 

3.2 Experiment Design 

 

In a 3D centre-out reaching task, participant makes a hand movement to reach 

one of 8 self-selected target buttons starting from centre button. To complete a block, 

participant should press each of the 8 target buttons at least once. Every target button 

press should be preceded by centre button press and followed by a centre button press. 

There are 35 such blocks in the experiment. Example of one block is shown in the 

figure 2. 

 

Centre button 

press 

Target 3 

button press 

Centre button 

press 

Target 1 

button press 

Centre button 

press 

Target 4 

button press 

Centre button 

press 

All the 8 buttons 

pressed atleast 

once 
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Figure 2: shows one black in the experiment. It starts with centre button press then 

one of the 8 target buttons. This is repeated until each button is pressed at least once. 

 

Conditions in block: 

 

Three different factors, finger point trajectory, joint angle and muscle force, to 

be varied in our experiment. Since the target buttons are arranged in a 3D space, 

finger point trajectory is different for each target button. Thus finger point trajectory 

factor is varied automatically in a block. Muscle force is varied by adding and 

removing weights to the wrist and joint angle varied by making the movements with 

abduction or flexion. All possible combinations of these two factors are imposed as 

conditions on each block.  

 

Table 1 shows labels used for different block conditions in this experiment. 

We used 2x3 block design. By this 2x3 block design we have 6 different block 

conditions. The name of each combination is shown in the Table 1 is explained below.   

 

Names of different combinations of the conditions are: 

 

1. W0A0: There is no weight attached and there is no joint angle condition 

(which means participant can move his hand freely in 3D centre-out reaching 

task) 

 

2. W0A1: There is no weight attached and the shoulder joint angle should be in 

abduction.  

 

3. W0A2: There is no weight attached and the shoulder joint angle should be in 

flexion. 

 

4. W1A0: there is 1 kilogram (kg) weight attached to the arm and there is no 

condition on shoulder angle. 

 

5. W1A1: there is 1kg weight attached to the arm and the shoulder angle should 

be in abduction. 

 

6. W1A2: there is 1kg weight attached to the arm and the shoulder angle should 

be in flexion. 

 

To complete a block, participant has to press all the 8 random target buttons. 

Participant moves his/her hand from centre button to one of the random target button 

and returns his/her hand from that target button to centre button. First part is called 

„centre-out‟ (centre button to target button) and second part is called „centre-in‟ 

(target button to centre button). Therefore for one target button there are two different 

finger-tip trajectories. Each block is repeated for 5 times in the experiment, except the 

block with no condition on weight and joint angle is repeated for 10 times. 

 

Total number of blocks = 10 (W0A0) + 5 (W0A1) + 5 (W0A2) + 5(W1A0) + 

5(W1A1) + 5(W1A2) = 35 blocks. 
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There is one practice block for each participant before the actual experiment to 

give the participant experience of the task. This practice block is randomly chosen 

from all the conditions. The EEG, EMG and position data are also collected during 

this each block.  

 

All the blocks are randomly permutated in two groups. First group has no-weight 

blocks („W0A0‟, „W0A1‟ and „W0A2‟) and second group has weight blocks 

(„W1A0‟, „W1A1‟, and „W1A2‟). First group and second group are randomized 

separately. This is done to save the time used for attaching and detaching the weights.  

But after three pilot experiments, we realized that participants are getting tired after 

continuously lifting the 1 kg weight for 15 blocks (which is around 15 to 10 minutes). 

So these blocks are grouped such that, first three blocks are from the first group (no-

weight blocks), second three blocks are from second group (weight blocks), next three 

blocks are from first and so on.  Randomization of the blocks is explained in detail in 

the Appendix A.  

 

3.3 Materials 

 

This section explains hardware and software we used in the experiment.  

 

3.3.1 Hardware  

 

1. 3D button frame: 

 

 We arranged the 9 push buttons in 3D space to a frame as shown in Figure 

2. One push button is placed in the centre called „centre button‟ (circle green in figure 

2) and 8 of push buttons are arranged in 3D space at different positions around the 

centre button, these are called as „target buttons‟ (circle red in figure 2). Arrangement 

of all buttons in 3D space is explained based on a Cartesian coordinate system, where 

centre-button is the centre of that coordinate system. The distance between each 

button in centimetres (cm) is shown in the Fig2.  

 

 The horizontal distance between the outer buttons (circled in red) is 60 

centimetres and vertical distance between the outer buttons is 45 centimetres. The 

perpendicular distance from the centre button to the outer buttons plane is 10 

centimetres. The horizontal distance between the inner buttons (circled in green) is 37 

centimetres and the vertical distance between the inner buttons is 28 centimetres. The 

perpendicular distance from the centre button to the inner buttons plane is -10 

centimetres (10 centimetres towards negative z direction).  

 

 The coordinate system for recording the Position data is set using reference 

Marker Optotrak tool (explained in Optotrak section). This has 3 rods along 3 axes 

with 6 IRED Markers. This tool is placed in centre of the room to record the axis. 

Unfortunately, cameras were not able to record the axis as axis in Cartesian 

coordinated system. Instead they are rotated, such that, x-axis of Cartesian coordinate 

system is recorded as z-axis and z-axis of Cartesian coordinate system is recorded as 

x-axis. Y-axis is same as in Cartesian coordinate system, as shown in Figure 3. This 

new representation is used through out the experiment and also in this thesis. 
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Figure 3 Shows the new coordinate system used in the experiment 

 

 A LED (light emitting diode) is attached to each button in the rigging.  

Centre button LED is turned ON at the start of every block. The LED‟s of each target 

button is turned ON after participant pushes the button. This indicates the participant, 

that he/she had reached that target in that block. After completing a block all the 

LEDs are turned OFF automatically.  

 
 

Figure 4 shows the rigging used in this experiment. Buttons circle in red are 

target buttons and circled in green is centre button. Each target button is 

numbered. 

 

 

2. Electroencephalogram (EEG): 

 

Electroencephalography (EEG) is a technique that records the electrical 

activity of the human brain. EEG is a non invasive and accurate way of measuring 

60  

45 37 
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brainwave activity in the outer layer of the brain. Sensitive electrodes are attached to 

the scalp and signals are acquired and amplified to obtain a graph of electrical 

potential over time. We used 64 channel EEG BioSemo head cap. (Biosemi 

http://www.biosemi.com/headcap.htm) contains 64 electrodes. Figure 5 shows the 

layout of the electrodes on the cap. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: The cap is placed on the subject such that the top channels in the figure 

are placed on the frontal Lobe. CMS and DRL are the reference electrodes. The 

channels from A1 to A28 are on the left hemisphere and channels from B1 to B32 

(except B5, B6, B15 and B16) are on the right hemisphere.  

 

3. Electromyography (EMG): 

 

Electromyography (EMG) measures muscle response or electrical activity in 

the response to the nerve‟s stimulation of the muscles. Few electrodes are placed on 

the skin near the muscle. A conducting gel is used in between the skin and the 

electrodes to make the electrodes detect the electrical activity. The signal is then 

amplified same as the EEG signal.  

 

In this experiment we used 8 EMG electrodes. To measure the muscle activity 

needed to move the hand, two electrodes are placed on the bicep, two on the triceps, 

two on the chest, and two on the back of shoulder. Figure 6 shows the positioning of 

the electrodes used in this experiment. For the first three pilot experiments, the EMG 

electrodes are placed on the forearm muscle, biceps, triceps and chest. From this data 

we realized that the muscle variations are more on the chest and back shoulder 

muscle, while the weight is attached on the forearm. So, for the remaining 

experiments we replaced the EMG electrodes from forearm muscle (blue dots in 

figure 6) to back shoulder muscle (red dots in figure 6).  

 

http://www.biosemi.com/headcap.htm
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4. Finger-tip position and joint angles (Optotrak) 

 

The third factor in the experiment is to record the position of the hand in 3D 

space, which is done using an Optotrak system. Optotrak certus motion capture 

system records the motions using infrared markers (reference). To allow us to 

computer the elbow and shoulder joint angles we also recorded the position of the 

elbow shoulder and body-centre. The Optotrak system captures motion with an 

accuracy of up to 0.1 mm and resolution of 0.01 mm. Northern Digital is the software 

used to record and process the Position data. The Position data is recorded at 100 Hz 

frequency using position sensors shown in figure 7.  

 

 
 

Figure 7:  EMG 1 and EMG 2 are placed on the biceps, EMG 3 and EMG 4 are 

placed on the triceps, EMG 5 and EMG 6 are placed on the front chest muscle, EMG 

7 and EMG 8 are placed on the back shoulder muscle. Red dots are the EMG 

channels used during the real experiments. Blue dots are the EMG channels used 

during pilot test which are later changed to back shoulder.  

 

Optotrak infrared-emitting diode (IRED) Markers: 

 

The Optotrak Certus Motion Capturing System uses active infrared-emitting 

diodes (IREDs, shown in figure 9) as Markers. The trinocular camera system in the 

position sensor measures the position of these Markers in a 3D space. 12 IRED 

Markers are used in the experiment. 
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Figure 8: The Optotrak Certus Position Sensor, in vertical position. The black 

dots are the three cameras of the Position sensor. 

 

Because of the free hand movement in 3D space and the rigging the Markers 

are blocked from the cameras, making the Marker invisible. To overcome this 

problem we build a pyramid shapes tool on which 3 Markers are embedded, shown in 

the figure 9. The length of each side of the pyramid is 1 centimetre. Each of 3 Markers 

is placed on the flat side of the pyramid, as shown in figure 9. Figure 10 shows the 

position of these markers on participant. One is placed on the fingers, one on the 

elbow, one on shoulder and one on the body. 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Infrared Markers, placed on the triangle shaped tool. There are three 

markers on each side of the triangle. 
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Figure 10 shows a) 3 Markers on the two finger tips, b) 3 markers on the elbow, c) 3 

markers on the shoulder, and d) 3 markers on the body. Each triangle is the pyramid 

tools used in the experiment, so each pyramid has three markers on each side.  

 

3.3.2 Software 

  

This section explains about the software used in the project and explains how the 

Markers are sent to the EEG recordings and Optotrak recordings. 

 

1. BrainStream: 

 

BrainStream [Brainstream] is a MATLAB application, used in building 

interface for BCI-application. BrainStream has many useful toolboxes like 

Psychtoolbox [Psychtoolbox]. We used Psychtoolbox box to display images for each 

condition on the screen.  

 

2. NDI first principles 

 

NDI first principle is real-time, motion capture software. This software is used 

in this project to record and view the data. NDI first principles software displays 

markers in spatial view where it is easy to view the IRED markers after attaching 

them to participant [NDI first principles]. 

 

3.4 Analyses 

 

Main aim of our research is to analyze the three measures; position of the 

finger tip in 3D space, muscle force and joint angle separately. To analyze this we 

trained three different decoders; muscle force decoder, position decoder and joint 

angle decoder using acquired EEG, EMG and Position data. The following sections 

explain how EEG, EMG and Position data are pre-processed and how each decoder is 

trained.  

 

3.4.1 Pre-processing 

 

 Position data: 

  

 Optotrak data Acquisition Unit (ODAU) enables a synchronized collection of 

the Optotrak position data. The data is recorded at 100 Hz. 3 markers embedded on a 

pyramidal tool (Figure 9), we used 4 tools. 3 Markers at the finger-tip, 3 Markers at 

the elbow, 3 Markers at the shoulder and 3 Markers to the body, in total 12 IRED 

markers are used. Each IRED Marker has 3 channels; X-direction, Y-direction and Z-

direction in a coordinate system. Mean position of 3 IRED Markers is computed as x, 

y and z-direction. Computation of the mean is explained in the below section. This 

gives 12 channels in total; x-finger, y-finger, z-finger for finger tip markers, x-elbow, 

y-elbow and z-elbow are channels of elbow markers, x-shoulder, y-shoulder and z-

should for shoulder and x-body, y-body, z-body are for body markers, where x, y and 

z are depth, vertical and horizontal axes respectively. Figure 3 shows the coordinate 

system used in the experiment.  
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 Including these 12 channels, there is an ODAU2 unit which is used to record 

an analog signal. This channel is used as a data Marker which is used to synchronize 

EEG and Position data.  

 

Mean: 

 

Computation of mean position of the 3 Markers at finger/elbow/shoulder/body 

can be explained better with an example. Consider (x1, y1, z1), (x2 , y2, z2) and (x3 , 

y3, z3) are x, y and z coordinate positions of first, second and third Markers at the 

finger tip respectively. For calculating the normal mean position of the 3 Markers, all 

the 3 Markers should always be visible. Because of the rigging blocking the Optotrak 

cameras and the IRED Markers, all Markers are not always visible. Considering this 

the mean position is calculated for the Markers which are visible. 

 

Mean position = (x1 + x2 +x3)/ m, (y1 + y2 +y3)/m, (z1 + z2 +z3)/m 

 

Where m is the number of visible Markers and coordinates value of an 

invisible Marker is 0. 

 

Interpolation: 

 

During the experiment few markers were not always visible to the cameras, 

because of the button frame blocking the cameras. This occurred mostly when the 

participant is reaching the lower two buttons of the rigging (6 and 7 buttons shown in 

the figure 4). This generated „None‟ values in the data. In order to overcome this 

problem we interpolated the missing data. The average percentage of missing data 

over all participants is 2% for the Markers on the body, 3.5% for the Markers on the 

shoulder, 5% for the Markers on the elbow, and 8.5% of the Markers on the finger tip.

        

The interpolation is done using the Inpaint_nans function. In this function the 

Laplacian equation is computed for the known values, which results in partial 

derivative equation (PDE).  This PDE is approximated using finite differences for the 

partial derivates, which implies that all values can be replaced by the average of its 4 

neighbours.  

 

Valid Data: 

 

The time taken for each epoch (i.e. finger tip trajectory from centre to one of 

the target buttons) is different over blocks. This implies that the amount of data for 

each epoch is different. This results in different sized position data vectors for each 

epoch (Position data vectors contain the x, y and z coordinate position values in 3D 

space). In order to maintain equal sized vectors for the whole block, we considered 

the data from 300millisecond (ms) before start of the epoch and 300 ms after the start 

of the epoch. Later the parts of each epoch containing the trajectory from the centre 

button to one of the target buttons is computed. This information is saved in a 2 

Dimensional Valid Data vector, which contains 1‟s representing trajectory data and 

0‟s representing non-trajectory data for each epoch. Only this valid trajectory data that 

is the period from releasing the centre button until touching a target button is used for 

analyzing and training the decoders.  
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EEG and EMG: 

 

EEG and EMG data are recorded at 256 Hz. Bicep (BI), Triceps (TR), Chest 

(CHEST) and back shoulder (SHOULDER) muscles are recorded using 8 EMG 

channels. 

 

  Muscle tissues conduct electrical potential similar to the way nerves do and 

this is called as muscle activation potential. EMG is the method of recording the 

electrical activity of a muscle, including information about the physiological 

processes that occur during contractions. However it is not possible to measure 

muscle force directly using EMG.  EMG to muscle force estimation is based on this 

physiological based muscle model in voluntary contraction [heloyse Uliam Kuriki, 

Fabio Mcolis de Azevedo]. Bipolar EMG recordings are used, that is two EMG 

electrodes are placed on the same muscle. These recording that are able to selectively 

amplify the difference in the signal, from muscle action potential, while suppressing 

the common signal.  

 

 Slow drifts are removed from EEG data by linear de-trending. Bad channels 

in the EEG data are removed for analysis; this is done by removing the channels 

which have more number of standard deviations in variance from the median. Eye 

artefacts are removed. Common average reference spatial filter is applied on EEG 

data. This subtracts the mean value of all channels from the selected output channels. 

This is a useful method to suppress external artifact sources, such as line-noise [Heli 

Hytti, Reijo Takalo and Heimo Ihalainen; 2006]. The number of bad channels 

removed may be different for each block. So after the bad channel removal, we re-

constructed those channels using slap (surface-laplacian based on spherical Spline 

Interpolate) [Thomas C. Ferre; 2000]. In order to match the sample rate of EEG, EMG 

and Position data, EEG and EMG are down sampled to the sample rate of Position 

data 100 Hz.  

  

 3.4.2 Decoding method  

 

 The same decoding approach as Bradberry‟s, is used in this analysis. 

Multivariate linear decoding model (MLD) is used to predict, the value of the target 

variable at each time instance (y(t)) from the previous values of one or more 

independent variables (X(t:t-г)) [Heli Hytti, Reijo Takalo and Heimo Ihalainen; 

2006]. Г is the order of the decoder. Number of previous values used is called the 

order of the model. In this analysis we used MLD of order 10. Time window of 10 

milliseconds (ms) is moved backwards starting at a time instance on independent 

variable signal, for 10 times (г=10). Thus in our analysis we used 10 time lags of 

independent variable signal to predict the value of dependent variable at time instance 

t.  

 

MLD is illustrated in the figure 11. Let x1 be the measured signal, this is 

called as dependent variable, and y is the signal to be predicted called independent 

variable. Signal x1 is used to predict signal y at a time instance n. Time lags starting 

from time n with a time window of 10 milliseconds is used to predict the signal y at 

time n. This is written as an equation shown below, y1(n) is computed as weighted 

sum of these x1 time lag signals.  
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Figure 11: x1 measured signal y signal to be predicted at instance n. 

 

  

This model represents each variable as a linear weighted sum of previous 

values of independent variable signal. The MLD model with N independent variable 

can be written by the following equation. 

   

 
 

Where y1(t) is the value to be predicted at time instance n. M is the order of MLD 

model (in our analysis M=10) xN(t-i) is the value of signal xN (signal of N
th

 

independent variable) at time instance t-i. a‟1N is the predictor coefficient matrix 

(weight matrix). e1 is the prediction errors, which represents noise of the signal at time 

t. 

a‟1N is the weight matrix where each of N channels in X signal is assigned with 

a‟1. These weights assigned to each channel tell us about the usefulness of that 

channel in MLD decoding method. We are using EEG signal as measured signal or 

dependent signal to predict y signal In EEG data we have 64 channels where each 

channel is the electrodes on the EEG cap which is attached to scalp. The weights a‟1N 

at each of these 64 channels tell us about the contribution of the electrodes (or 

sensors) on EEG cap.  Locations of these sensors with respect to the scalp tell us 

about the contribution of brain regions in decoding. 

  

         
 

Figure 12: topography plots in 10ms difference in time increasing order. First plot is 

at time 0, second plot at 10ms, third at 20ms and forth at 30.  

 

Therefore we used a‟ weight matrix to plot topography map. For example, 

topography shown in figure 12 shows 4 topography plots where the first plot is at time 
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n and moves forwards in 10ms in time, i.e. second, third and forth plots are after 10, 

20 and 30 milliseconds (ms) after the n time instance. Most contributed sensor has 

dark color (either closer to red or blue). 

 

Predictor coefficients: 

 

The optimum predictor coefficients are estimated by applying the least square 

minimization technique so that the predictor coefficients produce minimum variance. 

This is shown as equation  

 

 
 

Where W is coefficient matrix (weight matrix), i runs from 1 to n (number of 

trails), t is number of time lags. Y^i(t) is the dependent variable (measured variable) 

for trial i in the valid data t. X^i(t-M….t) is a NxM where N is the number of channels 

and M is the number of time –lags back from t for all measured channels, b is a 

constant offset. The last term  is regularizing parameter.  

 

MLD learning linear transformation of the signal: 

 

 In the analysis of Bradberry‟s velocity decoder, we also wanted to test if 

position could be a simple representation which can be decoded better than velocity 

measure.  We assumed that Bradberry‟s velocity decoder might be learning the linear 

transformation (derivative of position) from position to velocity. In this section I 

would like to talk about how well a MLD decoder can learn a linear transformation of 

signal with zero signal-to-noise ratios.  

 

   

 
Figure 13: 1) is sine wave plotted for 13 points y= sin(x) and 2) is the derivate of that 

sine y= six’(x) 

 

To illustrate this, a sample signal is generated. Figure 13 show (1) simple sine 

signal and (2) shows its derivative. MLD decoder is trained on the first signal to 

predict the second signal. The correlation obtained is 0.99. This shows that the MLD 

decoder is learning the linear transformation of the independent variable. When the 
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same dependent variable is used for predicting an independent variable and also its 

linear transformation, the MLD decoder is learning this transformation at a correlation 

of 0.99.  

  

 The same can be explained for the analysis on Bradberry‟s velocity decoder, 

EEG signals acquired have signal-to-noise ratio, and not simple as the above example. 

If the decoder, when trained with EEG signals to predict positions, is doing better than 

the decoder trained with EEG signals to predict velocities (which is a linear 

transformation of position) tells us that the position could be a simple representation 

in the EEG signals. This is because the linear transformation from position to velocity 

is increasing the complexity of the decoder, when trained with EEG signals, thus 

increasing the complexity of the regression. 

 

3.4.3 Decoders 

  

 We trained three decoders which can predict, muscle force, position of the 

finger tip and joint angle.  

 

Position Decoder: 

 

To analyze the spatial representation in the EEG signal, a decoder is trained 

over EEG data to predict the position data. That is x, y and z coordinate values of 

Position data are fed as independent variables and EEG data as a dependent variable 

to the MLD decoder. In Bradberry‟s analysis, 3D hand-velocities are reconstructed 

with Pearson‟s correlation between measured and reconstructed that are peaked at 

0.38 and 0.32 for horizontal and vertical velocities. In order to analyze position, 

velocity and acceleration, 3 different decoders are trained using the Optotrak 

trajectory data. Position decoder, velocity decoder and acceleration decoder trained to 

predict position, velocity and acceleration in a trajectory respectively.  

 

The performances of these 3 decoders explain about the underlying 

representation in the EEG signal. If the performance of one of the 3 decoder is 

relatively high than the other two decoders, then it explains that this decoder‟s 

representation can be derived relatively well by MLD decoder using EEG data. As 

more complex solutions generally require more data to learn effectively we expect the 

best performing decoder to have the „simplest‟ solution. Adding additional 

transformation such as differentiation or integration increases the solution complexity. 

Thus given all decoders are trained using the same data we expect the best performing 

decoder to be most directly related to the underlying signal representation, i.e. not 

include any of these additional transformations. 

  

Position decoder: The x, y and z-coordinates are fed to the decoder as 

independent variables and EEG signal as dependent variable. 4 parts of the arm are 

recorded during the experiment using Optotrak IRED markers; finger tip, elbow, 

shoulder and body position. Body position is recorded as reference. Each position has 

3channels; x, y and z coordinates. Therefore in total 12 channels are predicted by the 

decoder. Position decoder is trained to predict the position of finger tip, elbow, 

shoulder and body.  
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Within condition correlation performance: 10-fold cross-validation is 

performed on each decoder. Cross validation is a statistical method for evaluating the 

decoder, by dividing data into two-segments one used to train the decoder and the 

other used to validate the decoder. In k-fold cross-validation the data is first 

partitioned into k equally sized segments, called folds. k iterations of training and 

validations are performed such that for every iteration a different fold of data is held-

out for validation while the remaining k-1 folds are used for learning. The highest 

correlation performance of all the iterations is saved as within condition correlation 

performance of the decoder. 

 

Cross condition performance: After training, each decoder is tested on the 

other set of data. The estimated values by this decoder are correlated with the original 

values to find the cross condition correlation performance. 

 

To analyze the difference in decoding, position trajectories during weight and 

no-weight condition, position decoder is trained on two different sets of data, weight 

condition data set (weight position decoder) and no-weight condition data set (no-

weight position decoder). As explained above, within condition correlation and cross 

condition correlation are computed for weight and no-weight position decoders.  

 

Predicting velocities using position decoder: Correlation between the 

estimated position trajectory and the original velocities of the same trajectory is 

computed. This is done by taking first-order derivate of estimated position trajectory 

and correlated to the original velocity trajectory (original velocity is the first-order 

derivate of original position trajectory). This analysis is performed to check if there is 

a considerable difference between the correlation of estimated position trajectories to 

its original and correlation estimated velocity trajectory to its original. If there is no 

considerable difference in these two correlations, then velocity decoder should also 

show similar performance as position decoder while decoding velocity trajectories.  

 

Predicting acceleration using position decoder: The same is done to test 

correlation difference between the estimated position trajectories to its original and 

estimated acceleration trajectories to its original.  

 

 Velocity decoder: First-order derivate of the 12 channels (3 coordinates x, y 

and z for finger, elbow, shoulder and body) gives the velocity of finger, elbow, 

shoulder and body trajectories. Velocities are computed for all the trails and fed to the 

decoder as independent variable and EEG signal as dependent variable. This decoder 

predicts the velocities of the finger tip trajectory, elbow, shoulder and body.  

  

 Same as the position decoder, velocity decoder is trained on two sets of data, 

weight condition data and no-weight condition data separately, to analyze the 

difference between velocity decoders in both conditions. Within condition 

correlations and cross condition correlations are computed for both decoders. 

 

 Acceleration decoder: Second-order derivate of the 12 channels (3 coordinates 

x, y and z for finger, elbow, shoulder and body) gives the acceleration of finger, 

elbow, shoulder and body trajectories. Accelerations are computer for all the trails and 

fed to the decoder as independent variable and EEG signal as dependent variable. 
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Acceleration decoder predicts acceleration of the finger tip trajectory, elbow, shoulder 

and body.  

 

 Muscle Force Decoder: 

 

To find the role of muscle force representation in decoding hand kinematics, it 

is important to know how accurately muscle force can be decoded from EEG data 

during the hand movement. As explained the names of the weight trails are „W1A0‟, 

„W1A1‟, „W1A2‟ and no-weight trails are „W0A0‟ „W0A1‟ „W0A2‟. There are two 

different decoders trained on these two sets of data. 

 

No-weight decoder: One decoder is trained over EEG data acquired during no-

weight trails. This decoder is trained to predict the EMG data. Later the trained 

decoder is used to estimate EMG for the weight trails.  

 

 Weight decoder: Second decoder is trained over EEG data acquired during 

weight trails to predict EMG data. This trained decoder is used to estimate EMG for 

no-weight trails. 

 

The within condition correlation performance and cross condition correlation 

performance of decoders explain about the muscle force measure. If there is no 

difference between within condition correlation performance and cross condition 

performance of no-weight decoder, it explains that no-weight decoder is not 

influenced by the additional muscle force exerted during the weight condition. If 

increasing muscle force (by adding weight to arm) without changing trajectory and 

decoder still works well, then it is really predicting muscle force. If it doesn‟t then it 

implies that the decoder is predicting position and transforming into muscle force. 

 

Joint Angles Decoder: 

 

The third representation we wanted to analyze is joint angle representation. 

The conditions with no constraint on joint angle are „W0A0‟, „W1A0‟, shoulder at 

abduction conditions are „W0A1‟, „W1A1‟, shoulder at flexion condition are 

„W0A2‟,‟W1A2‟. Joint angle at elbow and at shoulder are computed using the 

Position data.  

 

Elbow Angle is the angle between the finger tip – elbow vector and elbow – 

shoulder vector (Figure 14). For example, let (f1, f2, f3) be the x, y and z coordinates 

of finger tip at time t, (e1,e2,e3) be the coordinates of elbow at time t and (s1,s2,s3) be 

the coordinates of shoulder positions.  
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Figure 14: elbow angle is the angle between shoulder –elbow vector and 

elbow-finger vector.  

 

Elbow angle = arctangent (norm (cross product (v1, v2)), dot product (v1, v2)) 

, where v1 is finger elbow vector and v2 is elbow shoulder vector. 

 

 Shoulder angle is calculated between the elbow shoulder vector and three 

different planes (XY, YZ and ZX planes) in 3D space. These planes are the planes 

parallel to XY, YZ and ZX planes and passing through body position point.  

  

 Shoulder XY, is the angle between elbow shoulder vector and XY plane 

passing through body position point (figure 15). For example, let (e1, e2, e3) be the 

elbow position and (s1, s2, s3) be the shoulder position. (b1, b2, b3) be the body 

position.  

 

 
Figure 15: Shoulder XY; angle between elbow shoulder vector and XY plane passing 

through body point. 

 

 XY angle = arctangent (norm (cross product (v1, v2)), dot product (v1, v2)) 

 

Shoulder YZ, is the angle between elbow shoulder vector and YZ plane 

passing through body position point (Figure 16).  

 

YZ angle = arctangent (norm (cross product (v1, v2)), dot product (v1, v2)), 

where v1 and v2 are shoulder YZ plane vector and elbow vector. 

 

Shoulder XZ, is the angle between elbow shoulder vector and XZ plane 

passing through body position point (Figure 17). 
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Figure 16: Shoulder YZ; angle between elbow shoulder vector and XY plane passing 

through body point. 

 

   

 
Figure 17: Shoulder XZ; angle between elbow shoulder vector and XY plane passing 

through body point. 

 

 ZX angle = arctangent (norm (cross product (v1, v2)), dot product (v1, v2)) 

where v1 an v2 are XZ plane and elbow shoulder vector respectively.  

  

No constraint on shoulder joint angle (angle0): MLD decoder is fed with 

elbow angle, shoulder angle XY, shoulder angle YZ and shoulder angle ZX as 

independent variable and EEG data as dependent variable. No-angle condition data is 

used („W0A0‟, „W1A0‟). This decoder is called as Angle0 decoder, which predict 

elbow angle and shoulder angles.  

 

 Shoulder joint angle at abduction (angle1): Decoder is trained with „W0A1‟ 

and „W1A1‟ condition data. Decoder is trained to predict elbow angle and shoulder 

angles. 
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 Shoulder joint angle at flexion (angle 2): Decoder is trained with „W0A2‟ and 

„W1A2‟ condition data. Decoder is trained to predict elbow and shoulder angles.  

 

EMG: 

  

We assumed that, hand acceleration during its movement is varied with the 

muscle force exerted to make the movement. To analyze this assumption, a decoder is 

trained with EMG data to predict acceleration. The accelerations of the finger tip 

trajectory are computed (by taking the first order derivate of finger tip position over 

time). Decoder is trained over EMG data during the trajectory to predict accelerations. 

The performance of this decoder explains if the muscle force observed is valid and/or 

if the accelerations are varying with muscle force exerted during the movement.  

 

 3.5.4 Topographic plots 

  

 As explained in the decoding method section, MLD decoder assigns predictor 

coefficients to each of the N independent variables. When MLD decoder is trained 

with EEG data as independent variable, all 64 channels of EEG are used to predict a 

dependent variable. MLD decoder assigns predictor coefficients to each of these 64 

channels. The weights assigned to each channels explains about the contribution of 

that channels in decoding.  

 

To analyze the contribution of sensor (channels) on the scalp for the decoder, 

topographic maps of a scalp are plotted for all decoders using their predictor 

coefficients. These topoplots explain the contribution of the regions on the scalp in 

decoding. To analyze which time lags contribute more for decoding, topoplots are 

made from -100ms to 0 ms with a time window of 10ms.   

  

 3.5.5 Permutation test for the decoder 

 

 Permutation test uses random shuffles of the data to get the correct distribution 

of a test statistic under a null hypothesis that the statistic is based on random noise in 

the data. This test addresses the question of whether a test statistic value is significant 

or not. Though this significant test is computationally intensive, this provides a more 

valid test than other standard tests as it requires no assumptions about the noise 

properties. The MLD decoder is trained with dependent variable to predict the 

independent variable. This test involves shuffling the relationship between these two 

variables repeatedly and recalculating the within condition correlation. The number of 

times the shuffling is repeated is called the number of permutations. With 1000 

permutations the smallest possible p-value is 0.001.  P-value is the probability that the 

test statistic would be at least as extreme as we observed. P-value is calculated as the 

fraction of permutation values that are at least as extreme as the original correlation, 

which was derived from the non-permuted data. Therefore from 1000 to 10,000 

permutations is a good range for performing a significant test. Since the 

computational time for this test is high, we performed 1000 permutations.  

 

  For each decoder the dependent and independent variables are different as 

explained in the previous sections. The same permutation method is performed on 

each decoder. 
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 How is the test done? Consider a MLD decoder; trained with the dependent 

variable X to predict the independent variable Y. X is an M x N matrix where M is the 

number channels for one signal and N is the number of data points for each channel. 

Y is 1 x N matrix N is the number of data points for a channel. The decoder is trained 

with M channels data.  

 

To perform the permutation test, the trails are permutated and used as 

independent variable to the decoder with the original X as dependent variable and the 

performance of this shuffled dataset computed as normal. This is repeated for 1000 

times. These 1000 correlations for each channel are used for calculating p-value.  

 

P-value is calculated as the fraction of the permuted correlations which are 

more than non-permuted correlation.  

 

P-value = sum (permuted correlations > non-permuted correlations) /1000 

    

4 Results: 

 
 This section presents the results of the each decoder explained in the analysis 

section. Though I have data for 7 participants, because of the out of memory error in 

Matlab I was not able to run analysis script on combined data of all 7 participants. 

Instead, I performed analysis for each of 7 participants separately.  

  

4.2 Position 

 

 Following sections show the results of position, velocity and acceleration 

decoder.  

 

 Position 

 

 Data is divided into two sets; position decoder is trained on one set of data and 

tested on the other set. We divided the data such that one set is weight condition data 

and the other is no-weight data.  

 

Weight position decoder is trained on weight condition data and tested on no-

weight condition data. Within condition correlation shown in Table 2are computed of 

7 participants (p1 to p7) for 12 channels; x-finger, y-finger, z-finger, x-elbow, y-

elbow, z-elbow, x-shoulder, y-shoulder, z-shoulder, x-body, y-body and z-body. 

Where x, y and z are axis in coordinate system (depth, vertical and horizontal axis 

respectively).  

  

No Channel P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 average 

1 x-finger 0.35* 0.49* 0.54* 0.36* 0.33* 0.40* 0.54* 0.43 

2 y-finger 0.28* 0.86* 0.58* 0.16 0.53* 0.72* 0.46* 0.51 

3 z-finger 0.62* 0.89* 0.75* 0.68* 0.74* 0.76* 0.82* 0.75 

4 x-elbow 0.24 0.72* 0.44* 0.23* 0.46* 0.61* 0.50* 0.46 

5 y-elbow 0.33 0.69* 0.65* 0.32* 0.57* 0.67* 0.49* 0.53 
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6 z-elbow 0.50 0.84* 0.73* 0.69* 0.71* 0.79* 0.79* 0.72 

7 x-shoulder 0.46 0.66* 0.58* 0.24* 0.55* 0.60* 0.57* 0.52 

8 y-shoulder 0.47 0.81* 0.72* 0.50* 0.62* 0.66* 0.60* 0.63 

9 z-shoulder 0.47 0.81* 0.74* 0.66* 0.71* 0.78* 0.82* 0.71 

10 x-body 0.44 0.61* 0.62* 0.34* 0.28* 0.44* 0.38* 0.44 

11 y-body 0.26 0.70* 0.62* 0.26* 0.21 0.46* 0.44* 0.42 

12 z-body 0.38 0.73* 0.61* 0.24* 0.30* 0.43* 0.34* 0.43 

 

Table 2: the within condition correlation performance of weight position decoder. 

Columns represent performance of each participant (p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, and p7). 

Rows represent channels of Position data. The highest performing subject for each 

channel is indicated in gray. Results above significance level are marked *. 

 

  

Weight position decoder is tested on no-weight data to estimate position 

trajectories. These position trajectories are cross correlated with the original position 

trajectory of no-weight data. Table 3 is shows cross correlation of weight position 

decoder.  

 

No Channel P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 average 

1 x-finger 0.35* -0.03 0.36* 0.43* 0.05 0.29* 0.09 0.22 

2 y-finger 0.72* 0.34* 0.22* 0.36* 0.67* 0.18 0.77* 0.47 

3 z-finger 0.51* 0.08 0.74* 0.51* 0.07 0.56* 0.52* 0.43 

4 x-elbow 0.53* 0.25* 0.17 0.03 0.64* 0.06 0.24* 0.27 

5 y-elbow 0.68* 0.02 0.27* 0.31* 0.33* 0.27* 0.24* 0.30 

6 z-elbow 0.41* -0.03 0.71* 0.24* 0.26* 0.54* 0.40* 0.36 

7 x-shoulder 0.58* 0.14 0.32* 0.43* 0.46* 0.09 0.32* 0.33 

8 y-shoulder 0.45* -0.04 0.51* 0.18 0.44* 0.38* 0.46* 0.34 

9 z-shoulder 0.44* -0.05 0.71* 0.23* 0.32* 0.54* 0.38* 0.37 

10 x-body 0.53* 0.10 0.27* 0.16 0.13 0.27* 0.16 0.23 

11 y-body 0.57* 0.17 0.25* 0.08 -0.11 0.26* -0.04 0.17 

12 z-body 0.57* -0.07 0.39* 0.22* -0.09 0.19 0.19 0.20 

 

Table 3 shows the cross condition correlation performance of weight position 

decoder. Columns represent performance of each participant (p1, p2p3, p4, p5, p6, 

and p7). Rows represent channels of Position data. The highest performing subject for 

each channel is indicated in gray. Results above significance level are marked *. 

 

 I observed a consistent difference in within condition correlation and cross 

condition correlation performance participants. Participant whose within condition 

correlation is relatively less compared to the other participants showed relatively high 

performance in cross condition correlation; for example participant P1 and P4. To 
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have a better view of this difference in results, figure 18 shows graph of within 

condition correlation and cross condition correlation for each participant.  

 

 
Figure 18 shows the within condition correlation and cross condition correlation of 

weight position decoder for all 7 participants. Red line represents within condition 

correlation and green line represents cross condition correlation. X-axis represent 12 

channels in the same order as named on the left of the figure and Y-axis represents 

correlation coefficient. 

 

No-weight Position decoder is trained on no-weight condition data to predict 

position trajectory. Within condition correlation are computed of 7 participants. Table 

4 shows within condition correlation for 12 channels. Weight position decoder is 

tested on no-weight data to estimate position trajectories. These position trajectories 

are cross correlated with the original position trajectory of no-weight data. Table 5 

shows cross condition correlation of no-weight position decoder. 

 

No Channel P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 average 

1 x-finger 0.36* 0.33* 0.44* 0.41* 0.25* 0.27* 0.36* 0.35 

2 y-finger 0.72* 0.87* 0.43* 0.23* 0.82* 0.06 0.72* 0.55 

3 z-finger 0.62* 0.71* 0.81* 0.74* 0.78* 0.65* 0.62* 0.70 

4 x-elbow 0.57* 0.61* 0.48* 0.20 0.66* 0.07 0.57* 0.45 

5 y-elbow 0.65* 0.62* 0.48* 0.30* 0.66* 0.20 0.65* 0.51 

6 z-elbow 0.56* 0.64* 0.76* 0.66* 0.74* 0.62* 0.56* 0.65 

7 x-shoulder 0.55* 0.54* 0.50* 0.33* 0.64* 0.04 0.55* 0.45 

8 y-shoulder 0.60* 0.58* 0.72* 0.44* 0.60* 0.35* 0.60* 0.56 

9 z-shoulder 0.51* 0.60* 0.80* 0.61* 0.74* 0.58* 0.51* 0.62 

10 x-body 0.51* 0.46* 0.46* 0.39* 0.41* 0.15 0.51* 0.41 

11 y-body 0.53* 0.55* 0.44* 0.31* 0.46* 0.11 0.53* 0.42 

12 z-body 0.51* 0.49* 0.45* 0.36* 0.54* 0.14 0.51* 0.43 
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Table 4 shows the within condition correlation performance of no-weight 

position decoder. Columns represent performance of each participant (p1, p2p3, p4, 

p5, p6, and p7). Rows represent channels of Position data. The highest performing 

subject for each channel is indicated in gray. Results above significance level are 

marked *. 

  

No Channel P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 average 

1 x-finger 0.42* 0.38* 0.39* 0.42* 0.19 0.05 0.49* 0.33 

2 y-finger 0.35* -0.04 0.31* 0.33* 0.53* 0.62* 0.44* 0.36 

3 z-finger 0.60* 0.80* 0.56* 0.68* 0.64* 0.51* 0.72* 0.64 

4 x-elbow 0.40* 0.59* 0.03 0.35* 0.40* 0.52* 0.44* 0.39 

5 y-elbow 0.45* 0.67* 0.42* 0.41* 0.53* 0.52* 0.46* 0.49 

6 z-elbow 0.55* 0.81* 0.57* 0.67* 0.51* 0.37* 0.63* 0.59 

7 x-shoulder 0.51* 0.64* 0.23* 0.37* 0.50* 0.52* 0.47* 0.46 

8 y-shoulder 0.52* 0.60* -0.03 0.52* 0.35* 0.11 0.58* 0.38 

9 z-shoulder 0.51* 0.78* 0.67* 0.64* 0.48* 0.38* 0.73* 0.60 

10 x-body 0.47* 0.58* 0.33* 0.41* 0.24* 0.28* 0.31* 0.37 

11 y-body 0.32* 0.63* 0.18 0.28* 0.02 0.41* 0.16 0.29 

12 z-body 0.48* 0.69* 0.42* 0.29* 0.14 0.36* 0.28* 0.38 

 

Table 5 shows the cross condition correlation performance of no-weight 

position decoder. Columns represent performance of each participant (p1, p2p3, p4, 

p5, p6, and p7). Rows represent channels of Position data. The highest performing 

subject for each channel is indicated in gray. Results above significance level are 

marked *. 

 

 We observed that the cross condition correlation showed high correlations of 

no-weight position decoder than cross condition correlations of weight position 

decoder for most of the participants. This is illustrated in Figure 19, where within 

condition correlations are plotted in red and cross condition correlation in green 

(dotted line represents no-weight position decoder and normal line represents weight 

position decoder) 
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Figure 19 within condition correlation and cross condition correlation of weight and 

no-weight position decoder for all 7 participants. Red line represents within condition 

correlation and green line represents cross condition correlation. Dotted line 

represents no-weight and normal line represents weight position decoder. X-axis 

represent 12 channels in the same order as named on the left of the figure and Y-axis 

represents correlation coefficient. 

 

Topography: 

  

Topography plots for the participants with relative high performance to other 

participants in within condition correlation are shown in Figure 20. Since the main 

analysis is towards finger tip trajectory, I presented the topography plots of z-finger 

which showed higher performance. These topography plots tell us about which 

sensors contributed during weight position decoder and no-weight position decoder. 

 

Figure 20: shows topography plots for z-finger weight position decoder (left) and no-

weight position decoder (right) 

  

Correlation plots of estimated and real Position finger point trajectories: 

 

 To recheck the correlation of estimated finger point trajectory and original 

finger-tip trajectory, both the trajectory values are plotted. Figure 19 shows the x-

finger, y-finger and z-finger trajectory values. Red lines show estimated position 

trajectory and green lines show original position trajectory. This graph shows the 

overlap of estimated and original values. Correlation plots are made for participants 

with cross condition correlation. Participant P1 showed relatively high performance 

for x-finger and y-finger channels and P4 for z-finger channel. 

 

Velocity 

 

The MLD decoder is trained on EEG data to predict velocity trajectory, which 

is the first derivative of position trajectory. This section provides, within condition 

correlation and cross condition correlation of velocity decoder. 

 

Velocity decoder: 

 

Weight velocity decoder (trained on weight condition data). Within condition  
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 Figure 21: estimated and original x-finger, y-finger and z-finger trajectory 

values are plotted in red and green respectively. 

 

correlation and cross condition correlation results averaged over 7 participants of 

weight velocity decoder are shown in Table 6. No-weight velocity decoder (trained on 

no-weight condition data). Within condition correlation and cross condition 

correlation averaged over 7 participants of no-weight velocity decoder are shown in 

Table 6. 

 

No Channel 

Weight 

velocity 

decoder 

Weight 

velocity 

decoder (cross 

No-weight 

velocity 

decoder 

No-weight 

velocity 

decoder (cross 
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(within 

condition 

correlation) 

condition 

correlation) 

(within 

condition 

correlation) 

condition 

correlation) 

1 x-finger 0.28* 0.27* 0.40* 0.20 

2 y-finger 0.51* 0.49* 0.57* 0.37* 

3 z-finger 0.49* 0.55* 0.59* 0.33* 

4 x-elbow 0.34* 0.31* 0.42* 0.20 

5 y-elbow 0.48* 0.45* 0.51* 0.25* 

6 z-elbow 0.42* 0.46* 0.53* 0.35* 

7 x-shoulder 0.41* 0.36* 0.49* 0.23* 

8 y-shoulder 0.41* 0.43* 0.47* 0.24* 

9 z-shoulder 0.41* 0.42* 0.51* 0.36* 

10 x-body 0.29* 0.27* 0.37* 0.21* 

11 y-body 0.31* 0.22* 0.36* 0.20 

12 z-body 0.29* 0.25* 0.35* 0.17 

 

Table 6 shows the average within condition and average cross condition 

correlation performance over 7 participants of weight and no-weight velocity 

decoder. Results above significance level are marked *. 

 

Comparing the performance of position decoder in predicting velocities 

and velocity decoder: 

 

We observed a difference in the performance of these two decoders, where 

position decoder is performing better than the velocity decoder in predicting 

velocities. As explained in the decoding method section, the linear transformation 

from position to velocity is making the decoder complex when trained with same EEG 

data. This implies that position can be the simpler representation in EEG data. Figure 

22 shows the plots of these two decoders, in which we can clearly see the difference 

in the performances.  
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Figure 22 shows the correlation of velocity decoder (red) and position decoder 

predicting velocities (green) for each of 7 participants. 

 

Acceleration  

 

Decoder is trained on EEG data to predict acceleration trajectories, which is 

the second derivative of position trajectory. We trained two acceleration decoders, one 

with weight condition data and another with no-weight condition data. Within 

condition correlation and cross condition correlation averaged over 7 participants of 

weight acceleration decoder and no-weight acceleration decoder are shown in Table 7. 

 

No Channel 

Weight 

acceleration 

decoder 

(within 

condition 

correlation) 

Weight 

acceleration 

decoder (cross 

condition 

correlation) 

No-weight 

acceleration 

decoder 

(within 

condition 

correlation) 

No-weight 

acceleration 

decoder (cross 

condition 

correlation) 

1 x-finger 0.36* 0.21* 0.27* 0.22* 

2 y-finger 0.41* 0.27* 0.37* 0.36* 

3 z-finger 0.49* 0.26* 0.41* 0.46* 

4 x-elbow 0.37* 0.22* 0.30* 0.27* 

5 y-elbow 0.46* 0.22* 0.38* 0.35* 

6 z-elbow 0.61* 0.27* 0.41* 0.42* 

7 x-shoulder 0.38* 0.20 0.31* 0.29* 

8 y-shoulder 0.49* 0.19 0.40* 0.37* 

9 z-shoulder 0.52* 0.27* 0.41* 0.43* 

10 x-body 0.35* 0.17 0.25* 0.25* 

11 y-body 0.33* 0.18 0.25* 0.25* 

12 z-body 0.30* 0.08 0.21 0.14 

 

Table 7 shows the average within condition and average cross condition 

correlation performance over 7 participants of weight and no-weight acceleration 

decoder. Results above significance level are marked *. 

 

4.3 Muscle Force 

 

 We trained two different decoders to analyse the muscle force measure; weight 

decoder and no weight decoder trained on weight and no-weight condition data 

respectively.  

 Table 8 shows the within condition correlation performance of 7 participants. 

Within condition correlation performance is shown for 4 muscles recorded using 

EMG, bicep, triceps, chest and back shoulder. Here P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7 are 7 

participants. Weight decoder is tested of the no-weight condition data. The estimated 

EMG data is cross correlated with the original EMG data (shown in Table 9). 
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Channel P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 Average 

BI (bicep) 0.20 0.16 0.38* 0.34* 0.29* 0.14 0.44* 0.28 

TR (Triceps) 0.33* 0.44* 0.58* 0.42* 0.71* 0.32* 0.12 0.42 

CHEST (chest) 0.32* 0.49* 0.49* 0.10 0.51* 0.37* 0.35* 0.38 

SHOULDER 

(shoulder) 
0.43* 0.61* 0.49* 0.33* 0.59* 0.50* 0.65* 0.51 

 

Table 8: shows the within condition correlation of weight decoder. Each row is of 

each of 7 participants, and columns for each channel. The highest performing subject 

for each channel is indicated in gray. Results above significance level are marked *. 

 

Channel P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 Average 

BI (bicep) 0.28* 0.02 0.16 0.37* 0.06 0.13 0.11 0.16 

TR (Triceps) 0.52* 0.28* 0.29* 0.08 0.24* 0.33* 0.19 0.28 

CHEST (chest) 0.45* 0.19 0.26* 0.69* 0.27* 0.21 0.01 0.30 

SHOULDER 

(shoulder) 
0.54* 0.19 0.26* 0.28* 0.50* 0.21 0.25* 0.32 

 

Table 9: shows the cross condition correlation of weight decoder. Each row is of each 

of 7 participants, and columns for each channel. The highest performing subject for 

each channel is indicated in gray. Results above significance level are marked *. 

 

No-weight decoder: 

 

Within condition correlation and cross condition correlation of no-weight 

decoder is shown in Table 10 and 11.  

 

Channel P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 Average 

BI (bicep) 0.22* 0.13 0.38* 0.28* 0.12 0.30* 0.32* 0.25 

TR (Triceps) 0.35* 0.34* 0.38* 0.34* 0.50* 0.43* 0.41* 0.39 

CHEST (chest) 0.40* 0.38* 0.28* 0.59* 0.48* 0.10 0.45* 0.38 

SHOULDER 

(shoulder) 
0.43* 0.41* 0.51* 0.45* 0.51* 0.28* 0.50* 0.44 

 

Table 10 shows the within condition correlation performance of no-weight 

decoder of 7 participants.  

 

 Channel P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 Average 
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BI (bicep) 0.21 0.07 0.27* 0.38* 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.18 

TR (Triceps) 0.44* 0.41* 0.22* 0.41* 0.59* 0.16 0.20 0.35 

CHEST (chest) 0.38* 0.48* 0.28* 0.23* 0.53* 0.31* 0.01 0.32 

SHOULDER 

(shoulder) 
0.47* 0.50* 0.46* 0.25* 0.60* -0.31 0.25* 0.32 

 

Table 11 shows the cross condition correlation performance of no-weight 

decoder of 7 participants.  

 

Weight Decoder: 

 

Within condition correlation performance and cross condition correlation 

performance of weight decoder is plotted as bar graph. Figure 23, shows correlation of 

4 EMG channels; bicep, triceps, chest and back shoulder muscles. Left part of each 

channel bra graph shows cross condition correlation and right part of the graph shows 

within condition correlation of the weight decoder. 

 

 
 

Figure 23: shows bar graphs for 4 EMG channels, bicep, triceps, chest and back 

shoulder muscle. X-axis of 4 graphs represent 1 – cross condition correlation and 2 – 

within condition correlation. Y-axis is the correlation performance of the weight 

decoder. Each color bar represents each of 7 participants.  

 

No-weight decoder: 

  

 To compare the cross condition correlation and within condition correlations 

of no-weight decoder, correlations are plots ne the bar graph shown in figure 24. 
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Figure 24: shows bar graphs for 4 EMG channels, bicep, triceps, chest and back 

shoulder muscle. X-axis of 4 graphs represents 1 – cross condition correlation and 2 

– within condition correlation. Y-axis is the correlation performance of the no-weight 

decoder. Each color bar represents each of 7 participants. 

 

4.4 Joint Angles: 

 

Three different joint angles are trained; one with no-angle EEG data, second 

with angle1 (abduction) EEG data and third with angle2 (flexion) EEG data. One 

decoder is tested on the other two EEG data. Decoder showed similar performance for 

all participants. So I presented the result of this decoder for three participant (p1,p2 

and p3).  

 

No-angle: 

 

No-angle decoder within condition correlation when trained to predict elbow angle, 

shoulder XY, shoulder YZ and shoulder ZX angles are, 0.0.1, 0.13, 0.0.1 and 0.02 

respectively. When this no-angle decoder is tested on angle 1 and angle 2 condition 

EEG data, it showed performances as shown in table 10. 

 

 Angle 1 Angle 2 

Elbow angle 0.21 -0.12 

Shoulder XY 0.13 -0.14 

Shoulder YZ 0.01 0.37 

Shoulder ZX 0.01 0.37 

 

Table 10 shows the performance of no-angle decoder on the other two angle 

conditions.  

 

Angle1: 

 

Angle1 decoder showed correlation for elbow, shoulder XY, shoulder YZ and 

shoulder ZX as 0.01, 0.02, -0.01 and 0.01 respectively. The following table illustrates 
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the performance of this decoder on the two other angle condition EEG data. Angle 1 

decoder performance is shown in the table 11. 

 

 No-Angle Angle 2 

Elbow angle -021 0.02 

Shoulder XY 0.07 0.30 

Shoulder YZ 0.11 0.19 

Shoulder ZX 0.01 0.18 

 

Table 11 shows the performance of angle1 decoder on the other two angle 

conditions 

 

Angle2: 

 

Angle2 decoder trained on angle 2 conditions EEG data showed 0.02, 0.0.8, 0.02 and 

0.02 performances for elbow, shoulder XY, shoulder YZ and shoulder XZ angles. 

Following table presents the results of angle2 when tested on no-angle and angle1 

EEG data. Performance of angle 2 decoder is shown in the table 12.  

 

 No-angle Angle 1 

Elbow angle -0.03 -0.01 

Shoulder XY 0.23 0.4 

Shoulder YZ 0.30 -0.00 

Shoulder ZX -0.16 0.04 

 

Table 12 shows the performance of angle 2 decoder on the other two angle 

conditions.  

 

4.5 Using one decoder to predict other measurers: 

 

Predicting velocities using position decoder: 

 

 To know the performance of position decoder in predicting velocities, the 

predicted position trajectory are converted to velocity trajectory and correlated with 

the original velocities. EEG and Position data are divided into 2 equal parts (this 

division is done based on the size of the data and not based on any of the conditions), 

in which first part is used for training and test on the other. Correlations presented are 

the correlations obtained when the decoder is tested on the second half of data. Table 

13 shows the correlations of decoded velocity trajectories and original velocities.  

 

 

No Channel P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 average 

1 x-finger 0.27* 0.49* 0.48* 0.31* 0.25* 0.46* 0.48* 0.39 

2 y-finger 0.65* 0.90* 0.53* 0.83* 0.85* 0.35* 0.86* 0.71 

3 z-finger 0.54* 0.91* 0.73* 0.59* 0.79* 0.69* 0.89* 0.73 

4 x-elbow 0.53* 0.73* 0.49* 0.76* 0.69* 0.34* 0.76* 0.61 

5 y-elbow 0.60* 0.78* 0.62* 0.77* 0.80* 0.45* 0.53* 0.65 
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6 z-elbow 0.57* 0.88* 0.70* 0.70* 0.78* 0.70* 0.86* 0.74 

7 x-shoulder 0.45* 0.68* 0.59* 0.74* 0.70* 0.37* 0.65* 0.60 

8 y-shoulder 0.55* 0.72* 0.66* 0.70* 0.80* 0.51* 0.72* 0.67 

9 z-shoulder 0.54* 0.85* 0.71* 0.70* 0.79* 0.68* 0.87* 0.73 

10 x-body 0.39* 0.64* 0.56* 0.46* 0.24* 0.42* 0.53* 0.46 

11 y-body 0.49* 0.75* 0.60* 0.69* 0.34* 0.42* 0.62* 0.56 

12 z-body 0.36* 0.72* 0.57* 0.15 0.55* 0.21* 0.41* 0.42 

 

Table 13 shows the correlation of estimated velocities and original velocities using 

position decoder. Columns represent performance of each participant (p1, p2, p3, p4, 

p5, p6, and p7). Rows represent channels of Position data 

  

Predicting accelerations using position decoder: 

   

 To know the performance of position decoder in predicting acceleration, 

predicted position trajectory are converted to acceleration trajectory and correlated 

with original accelerations. Table 14 shows these correlations. EEG and Position data 

are divided into 2 equal parts, in which one is used in training and the other as test. 

Correlations presented are the correlations obtained when the decoder is tested on the 

second half of data 

 

No Channel P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 average 

1 x-finger 0.18 0.35* 0.31* 0.25* 0.14 0.42* 0.33* 0.28 

2 y-finger 0.46* 0.36* 0.21 0.21* 0.23* -0.12 0.21 0.22 

3 z-finger 0.18 0.35* 0.31* 0.23* 0.18 0.35* 0.38* 0.28 

4 x-elbow 0.26* 0.36* 0.22* 0.34* 0.14 -0.03 0.25* 0.22 

5 y-elbow 0.31* 0.29* 0.28* 0.23* 0.39* -0.11 0.16 0.22 

6 z-elbow 0.13 0.36* 0.44* 0.34* 0.26* 0.39* 0.25* 0.31 

7 x-shoulder 0.16 0.31* 0.32* 0.29* 0.16 -0.05 0.26* 0.21 

8 y-shoulder 0.14 0.18 0.30* 0.28* 0.45* -0.01 0.15 0.21 

9 z-shoulder 0.13 0.32* 0.39* 0.40* 0.27* 0.42* 0.34* 0.32 

10 x-body 0.12 0.25* 0.36* 0.34* 0.11 -0.12 0.25* 0.19 

11 y-body 0.24* 0.28* 0.42* 0.13 0.04 0.03 0.27* 0.20 

12 z-body 0.14 0.26* 0.34* 0.11 0.27* 0.03 0.06 0.17 

 

Table 14 shows the correlation of estimated accelerations using position 

decoder and original accelerations. 

 

 For better view of correlation of position velocity and acceleration decoded 

with the same position decoder, figure 25 shows graph of these three correlation 

values for 7 participants. Blue line represents position correlation, red line represents 

velocity correlation and green line represents acceleration. There is consistent 
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decrease in correlation from position to velocity and from velocity to acceleration. 

Dots on the line in the graph represent 12 channels of Position data. 

 

 
 

Figure 25 shows correlation values of original position, velocity and acceleration and 

estimated position, velocity and acceleration, which are estimated using position 

decoder. Blue line represents position correlation, red line represents velocity 

correlation and green line represents acceleration correlation. The point on the lines 

are the 12 channels in order as; x-finger, y-finger, z-finger, x-elbow, y-elbow, z-

elbow, x-shoulder, y-shoulder, z-shoulder, x-body, y-body and z-body. 

 

Predicting position trajectories using velocity decoders: 

 

 Same as the position decoder, to know the performance of velocity decoder in 

predicting positions, the predicted velocity trajectories are converted to position 

trajectories and correlated with the original positions. The position trajectories are 

computed by taking integral of velocity trajectories. EEG and Position data is divided 

into 2 equal parts, in which one is used in training and the other as test. Correlations 

obtained when the decoder is tested on the second half of data are plotted on figure 26 

(blue line). 

  

Predicting accelerations using velocity decoder: 

 

 To know the performance of velocity decoder in predicting accelerations, 

predicted velocity trajectories are converted to acceleration trajectory and correlated 

with original accelerations. Figure 26 shows the plotted correlations.  

 

Position and velocity decoder summary plot: 

 

To compare the performance of position and velocity predicting both position 

and velocity trajectories, graph of correlations is plotted in Figure 27. We can observe 

that position decoder showed better correlations than velocity decoder. Solid red line 

in the graph represents position decoder predicting positions and dotted red line 

represents position decoder predicting velocities. Solid green line in the graph 
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represents velocity decoder predicting positions and dotted green line represents 

velocity decoder predicting velocities. 

 

 
Figure 26 shows correlation values of original position, velocity and acceleration and 

estimated position, velocity and acceleration, which are estimated using velocity 

decoder. Blue line represents position correlation, red line represents velocity 

correlation and green line represents acceleration correlation. The point on the lines 

are the 12 channels in order as; x-finger, y-finger, z-finger, x-elbow, y-elbow, z-

elbow, x-shoulder, y-shoulder, z-shoulder, x-body, y-body and z-body. 

 

 

4.6 Comparing position, velocity and acceleration decoders: 

 

To compare the performance of position decoder, velocity decoder and 

acceleration decoder, within condition correlation performances of each decoder 

trained on weight condition data are plotted, shown in figure 28. Except for 

participant 2, position decoder better performance than velocity and acceleration 

decoders. Within condition correlation performances of position, velocity and 

acceleration decoder trained on no-weight condition data are plotted, shown in Figure 

29.  
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Figure 27: plot of each of position and velocity decoder predicting position and 

velocities.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 28 shows position decoder, velocity decoder and acceleration decoder 

performance which are trained with weight data when predicting position, velocity 

and acceleration respectively. 

 

 

Topography plots for position, velocity and acceleration: 

 

Figure 30 shows the topography plots for x-finger for position, velocity and 

acceleration decoders of the first participant. This shows the clear difference in the 

contribution of sensors of position, velocity and acceleration decoders. The 

topography plots of position decoder shows that the few sensors are strongly 

contributing when compared to the topography plots of velocity and acceleration. 

 

To view the difference between within condition correlation and cross 

condition correlation, the following bar graph shows correlations of back shoulder 

channel EMG. Figure 31 shows mean and individual values of each subject over 

weight decoder and no-weight decoder.  
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Figure 29: shows position decoder, velocity decoder and acceleration decoder 

performance which are trained on no-weight data when predicting position, velocity 

and acceleration respectively. 

 

  
Figure 30:  shows topography plots from -100ms to 0ms to the button press, for z-

finger position, z-finger velocity and z-finger acceleration. 

 

 

4.7 Acceleration decoder using EMG data: 

 

To analyze if acceleration trajectory and EMG data, this assumption, a decoder 

is trained with EMG data to predict acceleration. The acceleration of the finger tip 

trajectory is computed (by taking the first order derivate of finger tip position over 

time). Decoder is trained over EMG data during the trajectory to predict acceleration.  

 

Within condition correlation and cross condition correlation: 

 

Two decoders are trained, one with weight data and with no-weight data. 

Table 15 shows within condition correlation and Table 16 shows cross condition 

correlation of weight decoder and figure shows within condition correlation and cross 

condition correlation on no-weight decoder. 

 

No Channel P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 Average 

1 x-finger 0.33* 0.29* 0.29* 0.23* 0.40* 0.38* 0.25* 0.31 

2 y-finger 0.17 0.16 0.23* 0.18 0.33* 0.36* 0.37* 0.26 

3 z-finger 0.31* 0.31* 0.43* 0.27* 0.59* 0.37* 0.28* 0.37 

4 x-elbow 0.17 0.28* 0.33* 0.20 0.26* 0.32* 0.33* 0.27 
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5 y-elbow 0.25* 0.37* 0.39* 0.22* 0.38* 0.39* 0.37* 0.34 

6 z-elbow 0.43* 0.37* 0.55* 0.28* 0.65* 0.29* 0.33* 0.41 

7 x-shoulder 0.13 0.27* 0.36* 0.19 0.25* 0.31* 0.18 0.24 

8 y-shoulder 0.40* 0.37* 0.51* 0.26* 0.44* 0.39* 0.36* 0.39 

9 z-shoulder 0.42* 0.37* 0.56* 0.28* 0.65* 0.32* 0.31* 0.41 

10 x-body 0.16 0.33* 0.38* 0.19 0.25* 0.26* 0.22* 0.26 

11 y-body 0.17 0.23* 0.32* 0.11 0.21* 0.21* 0.20 0.21 

12 z-body 0.35* 0.13 0.34* 0.17 0.21* 0.24* 0.13 0.22 

 

Table 15 shows the within condition correlation of estimated accelerations 

original accelerations using no-weight EMG decoder. Columns represent 

performance of each participant (p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, and p7). Rows represent 

channels of Position data 

 

No Channel P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 Average 

1 x-finger 0.31* 0.30* 0.36* 0.34* 0.42* 0.48* 0.13 0.33 

2 y-finger 0.18 0.05 0.32* 0.26* 0.15 0.43* 0.27* 0.24 

3 z-finger 0.26* 0.27* 0.43* 0.40* 0.56* 0.45* 0.14 0.36 

4 x-elbow 0.19 0.08 0.43* 0.27* 0.19 0.48* 0.27* 0.27 

5 y-elbow 0.26* 0.18 0.46* 0.30* 0.28* 0.47* 0.14 0.30 

6 z-elbow 0.37* 0.32* 0.49* 0.34* 0.60* 0.35* 0.26* 0.39 

7 x-shoulder 0.15 0.16 0.48* 0.28* 0.17 0.45* 0.15 0.26 

8 y-shoulder 0.30* 0.28* 0.51* 0.26* 0.36* 0.42* 0.21* 0.33 

9 z-shoulder 0.30* 0.32* 0.53* 0.26* 0.57* 0.38* 0.26* 0.37 

10 x-body 0.11 0.16 0.46* 0.29* 0.21* 0.28* 0.11 0.23 

11 y-body 0.22* 0.03 0.44* 0.20 0.16 0.30* 0.09 0.20 

12 z-body 0.34* 0.16 0.44* 0.26* 0.14 0.36* -0.01 0.24 

 

Table 16 shows the cross condition correlation of estimated accelerations 

using no-weight EMG decode tested. Columns represent performance of each 

participant (p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, and p7). Rows represent channels of Position data 

 

5 Discussion: 

 
In this section I would like to discuss each of the 4 research questions 

mentioned at the beginning.  

 

First research question:  replicate Bradberry‟s experiment to determine how 

well EEG data can be used to decode hand kinematics. The first condition, no-weight 

and no-angle („W0A0‟) is a replication of Bradberry‟s experiment. Position decoder 

trained to predict position trajectories (finger-tip trajectory) with „W0A0‟ condition 

EEG data showed an average correlation over 7 participants peaking at 0.70. 
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Figure 30: Within condition correlations and means of performance over two 

conditions, for back shoulder channel. 

 

Velocity decoder trained to predict velocity trajectories, and acceleration 

decoder trained to predict acceleration trajectories showed an average correlation over 

7 participants peeking at 0.59 and 0.41 respectively. By this analysis we can say that 

hand kinematics can be decoded from EEG data. But we observe a consistent decrease 

in the performance of MLD decoders predicting position, velocity and acceleration 

trajectories. The velocity decoder in this analysis is a replication of Bradberry‟s 

velocity decoder, which showed less performance compared to the position decoder. 

Figure 28 and 29, illustrates the difference in the performance of these decoders.  

 

We have shown that the linear decoding model (MLD) can learn a linear 

transformation with a correlation of 0.99 when trained with zero signal-to-noise ratio. 

Thus, MLD is learning the linear transformation from position to velocity when the 

decoder is trained with EEG (which has signal-to-noise ratio) to predict velocities. 

This transformation is increasing the complexity of the decoder thus increasing the 

complexity of the regression.  

 

Second research question: To understand the relative usefulness of the three 

representation; spatial position, muscle force and joint angle, we analyzed the 

performance of each decoder. These decoders are trained on two different sets of data; 

no-weight and weight.  

 

Position decoder: For z-finger weight position decoder showed a correlation 

peaking at 0.89 and no-weight position decoder showed a correlation peaking at 0.80 

for 1 participant. An average correlation over 7 participants for x, y and z-finger of 

weight position and no-weight position decoder are shown in Table 17. The difference 

in the correlations of weight position and no-weight position decoder is not consistent.  

 

 

Within 

condition 

(weight 

decoder) 

Within condition 

(no-weight 

decoder) 

Cross condition 

(weight decoder) 

Cross condition 

(no-weight 

decoder) 

x-finger 0.43 0.35 0.22 0.33 
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y-finger 0.51 0.55 0.47 0.36 

z-finger 0.75 0.70 0.43 0.64 

 

Table 17 shows average correlation over 7 participants for x, y and z-

finger of weight and no weight position decoder.   

 
Muscle force decoder: Muscle force decoder performed above significance 

level, but showed relatively low performance to the position decoder. Weight decoder 

and no-weight decoder of muscle force showed an average correlation over 7 

participants peaking at 0.51 and 0.44 respectively for back shoulder muscle. The 

difference in the weight and no-weight decoder is not consistent.  

 

Joint angle decoder showed very poor performance. This could be also 

because of the linear decoding setup we used is not suitable for decoding shoulder 

joint angles which are inherently non-linear.  

 

Third research question addresses, determining if Bradberry‟s decoder is 

combining information from multiple representations by transforming spatial, muscle 

and angle representations into velocities.  

 

Since we didn‟t find any information from joint angle decoder using similar 

decoding method as Bradberry‟s we can say that the joint angle representation has no 

impact on Bradberry‟s velocity decoder. So we can rule out the joint angle 

representation from this analysis.  

 

After the analysis on position and velocity decoder performances (in first 

research question), we hypothesized that position is the simple representation than 

velocity. To analyse this we trained three decoders, position, velocity and 

acceleration. We observed that the position decoder is performing better than velocity 

and acceleration. Since acceleration is showing less performance than velocity we 

ruled out acceleration decoder and further analyzed position and velocity decoder. We 

made position decoder to predict velocities. When the results of these two decoders; 

velocity decoder and position decoder predicting velocities, are compared, we 

observed that position decoder performance is higher than velocity decoder. The 

average correlation over 7 participants of position decoder predicting velocities and 

velocity decoder predicting velocities are 0.73 for z-finger and 0.59 for z-finger. 

Position decoder is this analysis contradicts Bradberry‟s velocity decoder.   

 

We observed decrease in the performance of the decoder when trained with 

velocities. This implies that decoding velocity trajectories from EEG is a more 

complex problem for the decoder. The topography plots for position, velocity and 

acceleration decoders presented in Figure 30 (results section) also explains that the 

contribution of sensors in position decoder is more when compared to the sensor 

contribution for velocity and acceleration. Assuming a simpler decoder is working 

more directly with the underlying neural representation this implies that the position 

representation is in terms of positions. So Bradberry‟s velocity decoder might be 

using the position representation and making a complex regression to predict 

velocities. 
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 Muscle force decoder performed above significance level, but showed 

relatively low performance to the position decoder. This might imply that Bradberry‟s 

velocity decoder is using position representation and muscle force representation. 

 

By this analysis we can conclude that Bradberry‟s velocity decoder is using 

position representation and making a complex regression to predict velocities.  

 

Fourth research question in our project is, could decoding performance be 

improved by combining decoders for different representations. However, as the 

position was found as the underlying representation used by the decoder, this implies 

that the position decoder can be used in decoding hand kinematics. 

 

6 Conclusion: 

 
 Three representations, position, muscle force and joint angle are analyzed 

separately in this research. In order to remove the correlation between these three 

representations, weights are attached to the arm to disentangle muscle force and joint 

angle at shoulder is varied to disentangle joint angle representation. To analyze the 

usefulness of these representations in decoding hand kinematics, three different 

decoders are trained; position decoder, muscle force decoder and joint angle decoder. 

Each decoder is analyzed separately. 

 

This analysis showed that position trajectory can be decoded from EEG 

recording during 3D centre-out reaching task by training a linear decoding model with 

the underlying position representation. Muscle force can be decoded from EEG data 

with above significance but less performance than position decoder.  

 

Position decoder is further analyzed in predicting velocities and accelerations. 

Position decoder showed higher performance in predicting velocities than velocity 

decoder predicting velocities. This project allows us to conclude that Bradberry‟s 

velocity decoder might be using complex representation from EEG signals, i.e. 

velocity and the performance can be improved by training a decoder with underlying 

position representation which can be later converted to velocities and accelerations.  

 

 7 Future researches: 

 
Brain computer interface system can be developed using the computed hand 

kinematics. Example, robot arm following the decoded position trajectory can be 

developed. This research can be used in analysing the data on imaginary hand 

movements. Topography plots shown in this research explains about the sensor 

contribution, but to indentify the exact brain regions involving in decoding hand 

kinematics, a standardized low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography 

(sLORETA) can be applied as in Bradberry‟s analysis.  

 

EEG, EMG and position data were decimated to 1HZ by applying low pass 

filter. This frequency can be changed to analyze if EEG can be used to decode hand 

kinematics. The representations can also be analyzed using different regularization 

method. To lean the spatial and temporal feature for regression of EEG bilinear model 

can be used in future research.   
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Appendix A 

 

Randomization of blocks 
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Randomization of blocks 

 

Example: 

 

Conditons = [„W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ 

„W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A1‟ „W0A1‟ „W0A1‟ „W0A1‟ „W0A1‟ „W0A2‟ „W0A2‟ 

„W0A2‟ „W0A2‟ „W0A2‟ „W1A0‟ „W1A0‟ „W1A0‟ „W1A0‟ „W1A0‟ „W1A1‟ 

„W1A1‟ „W1A1‟ „W1A1‟ „W1A1‟ „W1A2‟ „W1A2‟ „W1A2‟ „W1A2‟ „W1A2‟] 

 

FristGroup =  [„W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ 

„W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A1‟ „W0A1‟ „W0A1‟ „W0A1‟ „W0A1‟ „W0A2‟ „W0A2‟ 

„W0A2‟ „W0A2‟ „W0A2‟] 

 

SecondGroup = [„W1A0‟ „W1A0‟ „W1A0‟ „W1A0‟ „W1A0‟ „W1A1‟ „W1A1‟ 

„W1A1‟ „W1A1‟ „W1A1‟ „W1A2‟ „W1A2‟ „W1A2‟ „W1A2‟ „W1A2‟] 

 

FristGroup = randomize (FristGroup) 

 

FristGroup = [„W0A1‟ „W0A2‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A1‟ „W0A1‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A1‟ „W0A2‟ 

„W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A2‟ „W0A1‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A2‟ 

„W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A2‟] 

 

SecondGroup = randomize ( SecondGroup) 

 

SecondGroup = [„W1A2‟ „W1A2‟ „W1A0‟ „W1A2‟ „W1A0‟ „W1A0‟ „W1A1‟ 

„W1A1‟ „W1A1‟ „W1A2‟ „W1A2‟ „W1A1‟ „W1A1‟ „W1A0‟ „W1A0‟] 

 

Sequence = [FirstGroup(1:3), SecondGroup(1:3), FirstGroup(4:6), SecondGroup(4:6), 

FirstGroup(7:9), SecondGroup(7:9), FirstGroup(10:12), SecondGroup(10:12), 

FirstGroup(13:15),  SecondGroup(13:15), FirstGroup(16:20)] 

 

Sequence = = [„W0A1‟ „W0A2‟ „W0A0‟ „W1A2‟ „W1A2‟ „W1A0‟ „W0A1‟ „W0A1‟ 

„W0A0‟ „W1A2‟ „W1A0‟ „W1A0‟ „W0A1‟ „W0A2‟ „W0A0‟ „W1A1‟ „W1A1‟ 

„W1A1‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W1A2‟ „W1A2‟ „W1A1‟ „W0A2‟ „W0A1‟ 

„W0A0‟ „W1A1‟ „W1A0‟ „W1A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A2‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A0‟ „W0A2‟] 

 

 

Data synchronisation, EEG and Optotrak: 

 

As explained in the hardware section, the Sound Key box is connected from 

the rigging and to the computer is added to the Sound Key box is used to send time 

synchronous Markers to the Optotrak. Sound Key box triggers a Matlab (ref) function 

which produces sound on either left, right or both at the computer speaker output. 

This generates a pulse on the Optotrak analog input for every stimulus Marker sent 

from BrainStream. Plays sound at left channel if it is a „Response‟ Marker and right 

channel if it is a „Stimulus‟ Marker. The computer speaker output is connected to the 

analog input of Optotrak (the different input channels of the Optotrak are explained in 

„Optotrak Recording‟ section). 
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Appendix B 

 
Topography: 

  

Same as weight decoder, topography plots for participants with relative high 

performance to other participants in within condition correlation are shown in Figure 

2 for no-weight decoder. For bicep channel participant P3, triceps channel participant 

P5, chest muscle channel participant P4, and back shoulder muscle participant P3 and 

P5 (but P5‟s topography plots are shown) showed relatively high performance in 

within condition correlation. 

 

 
Figure: Bicep (BI) (participant P3 within condition correlation performance 0.38), 

Triceps (TR) (participant P5 within condition correlation performance 0.50), Chest 

(participant P4 within condition correlation performance 0.59), Back shoulder 

(participant P5 within condition correlation performance 0.51). The topography plots 

are for 10 time lags from -100ms to 0ms to the button press. The color bar shows the 

predictor coefficients of the weight decoder used for decoding EMG channel at bicep 

muscle. 

 

Topography: 

  

Topography plots for participants with relative high performance to other 

participants in within condition correlation are shown in Figure 3. For bicep channel 

participant P3, triceps channel participant P5, chest muscle channel participant P5, 

and back shoulder muscle participant P7 showed relatively high performance in 

within condition correlation.  
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Figure: Bicep (BI) (participant P3 within condition correlation performance 

0.38), Triceps (TR) (participant P5 within condition correlation performance 0.71), 

Chest (participant P5 within condition correlation performance 0.51), Back shoulder 

(participant P7 within condition correlation performance 0.65). The topography plots 

are for 10 time lags from -100ms to 0ms to the button press. The color bar shows the 

predictor coefficients of the weight decoder used for decoding bicep EMG channel. 

 

Weight position, velocity and acceleration decoder: 

 

  
Figure:  shows x-finger, y-finger and z-finger performance of weight decoders. 
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